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Volcanic age novel wiki

13 My Star Rating: :star: :star: :star: :star: :star: :: :star: :: :star: :star: :star: :star: :star: :star: :star: :star: :star: :star: :: :star: :: star: :star: :star ) Artist Yeong-Jun Zhuo Sheon, a man who survived the age of war because of unruly luck and became a beastly faction elder only to live a life filled
with remorse and doubt. then he lies on his deathbed and waits for the inevitable when... Like 13 in anime? Join the community. Get an amino in anime? Join the community. Get app linked Wiki record October 05 October 05 Linked Wiki record October 11 Connected Wiki October 12
October 12 Why I should upload: While I'm not going to call this novel masterpiece, I'll go so far as to be a quality novel that it's more than worthy of getting. There's also a 67-head manhwa. Personally, I've been fascinated by it, and judging by the comments about Wuxiaworld's forums, this
novel looks better than the manhua that's out now. Description: Ju Sio-Cheon, a man who survived the age of war through sheer luck and became a c-section of Mount Hua elder only to live a life filled with remorse and doubt. then he lies on his deathbed, waiting for the inevitable when he
returns to the past The Primary Relationship: Manhua Link: by: Jun Jun Shin. Also known as Hwasan. -No, no, no, no, no, no, no Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. c: Heroes, Mount Hua Sect Edit Comments Introduction[edit | editing source] Joo
Seo Cheon is the main character of the story. In his previous life he was an elder of the Hua Mountain Sect, which survived the Era of War. For the first time, we see him as an elder who reminds himself of his childhood and the Age of War. When he passes, he is filled with immense regret
with the way of life, how he wasted his life and how he wanted to live a hero, as everything fades to black. But instead of leaving, he wakes up like a past, 8 years old. He decided to use the advantage of his memories to make Liva a better life, to change the history of the War Era and to
become the hero he always wanted to be. Look[edit edit source] Joo Seo Cheon gradually allows his hair to grow. When he returned from his assic journey, his hair got to the top of his back. When he disguises himself as Xia Wu Sec's old man, Phantom Bow Swordsman, he disguises
himself as a 30-year-old rough man. Personality[code editing] Edit source] Calm, diligent, diligent and highly protected by his master, Yu Yong-Mok. As it has always been his greatest regret that he has never the initiative to be a leader in his past life, he now strives to boldly take the first
step and stay before the Sect of Dark Paradise. History[edit] The story begins with the death of Ju Seo Cheon at the age of 77 as the unbridled world Elder of Mount Hua Sec. Following his he travels back to when he was just an 8-year-old student who recently joined the sect and still lived
with his teacher. Develops the energy center at the age of 8. A year later, at the age of 9, he began his independent training outside the supervision of his master. Finally, under constant supervision, Joo Seo Cheon began using the improved version of blossom Qi Art plum, which should not
have been developed for another 66 years. Recalling that his master died 5 years later due to health complications, Joo Seo Cheon went on the hunt for miraculous drugs that could cure him. Months later, Ju Seo Cheon received 2 Spirits of water and cured his master of the disease that
plagued him throughout his life. Before long after his master is healed, mount Hua's five great elders send their master on a long mission to experience how much he has recovered. During this time, his master signed Zhu So Shen for the Lotus House placement test so that he would not be
without a leader while his master was on a mission. During this exam, Zhu So Shen meets Nak So-Wall, the most ingenious of Hua Sect Mountain and the future Phoenix plum blossom of 5 dragons and 3 Phoenix. The test ended with Ju So Sheon conquering Nak So-Wall with his
immense inner energy and strength, thus qualifying to join Lotus House alongside Sol-Wol at the age of 10. We skip time 2 years and Seo Cheon is now a 12-year-old member of Lotus. After 2 years of using improved plum flowering Qi Art, its inner energy has increased to 60 years cost
Chi, putting it well in front of all his other peers. At this time, his master still has to return from his mission. On the other hand, Seo Cheon was sent with two other Lotus House students to follow Gu-Pong on a mission in Guizhou. Once there, the group of four met with the Jigal clan,
including Jegal's Remarkable Generation. Meet the remarkable Jegal generation and merchant king in Guizhou Kick bunch and save the day in Weng'an County and strike with The Merchant King Reveals his peak-level abilities and help Gu-Pung beat Transcendent Realm Martial Artist on
his way back Fakes and Seung Ga They return to Weng'an and organize an attack party and arrive in Chunging, to plunder the tomb of three spiritual Minds 1/2 month later, they emerge from the tomb with tons of treasures (Yae-Han, Bridge of 10,000 Arts, Divine Sun and Moon Archery,
Squall Walk, Shaolin Boosters, etc.) and instruct the Merchant King to spread news about the tomb Leaves all the treasure with the merchant king, while Seo Cheon and Sun Gae begin their training while waiting for the chaos. Switches Plum Blossom Qi Art to bridge the 10,000 arts training
completed in 2 months and they head to the Jegal clan in Hubei to tell everyone they are alive master has returned from his mission Two years and going to Hubei to take Sio Cheon on his return to the sect with his master, they encountered an old enemy of their master, a transcendental
fighting artist. Seo Cheon kicked him himself, surprising him with his supreme skills. He returned to Hua Sect Mountain and had a meeting with his fellow Lotus house students. Age 13: A first-level man who went with Seo Cheon to raid the tomb made a breakthrough to the level of spades
and came to visit Seo Cheon in Hua Mountain to update it on the outside world. Age 14: Two years after Sio Chion finished attacking the tomb and spread the news, the other sects also finished clearing everything in the tomb and leaving Chunging Jeo Sao Sheon to participate in the Lotus
contest, but he did not want to be constrained by the cult, so he won his first match but lost when he came up against Nak So Wol-Age 15 : Ju Sio Cheon is officially an adult and left Lotus House at 18: Reached Transcendent Realm || Divine Sun and Moon Archery - 90% || Violet Mist
Sword Art - 80% || Mastered 24 merges with sword Art || Starting on his journey along his asectic path, he went to the Tang Clan and defeated Tang Hee in a bet on The Poison of Frostbite. Then he goes to Mount Sichuan Zhongliang to pick up Adeno shar. Use 2 to obtain cold resistance,
heat resistance and 100 poisonous immunity. With its new 100 Poison immunity, Seo Cheon heads to yunnan's valley of venom and kills 7 Serpent horns, taking its core, 6 out of 7 horns, and finding one of the best poisonous arts. With its new unrestrained abilities, Seo Cheon heads to
Xizang to take hands on a thousand year of snow ginseng. Along the way, he saved a llama by killing a whole bunch of other llamas. Used ginseng to undergo bone metamorphosis and head back to Shanxi because it was for the time cursed tomb was discovered. They're Shanti's in time
before all the other sects. Kill all the powers of the Black Paradise there. He goes to the tomb to take Tai-E for himself and destroys the tomb before anyone else gets there. He immediately went to Hubei to bring little brother Jegal Sung Ke, while everyone else panicked about the
destruction of the Damned Tomb. They take Seng Zhe to Shandong, where Seo Cheon plans to gather all his strength. The king of merchants is already waiting for him. The formation of the golden sword sect wants to become a sword demon, so Cheon returns to Sechuan to hire the help
of Tan Hee in healing the daughter of the demon sword. The two are headed to Jiangxi, where the demon of the sword is. Tang Hee needs an artifact to heal the daughter of the sword demon, so Seo Cheon goes and kills the unbridled leader of the explosive blade sect that belongs to the
river of evil to take him. Seo Cheon comes back with the artifact and the girl is He lets Tang Hen keep the artifact. Plot, damn tomb isn't over. The sects found the blood text on the site, so Seo Cheon rushed there with Tang Hee to destroy it. Each faction agrees to a limited war on the Blood
Text. Seo Cheon joins the Orthodox side with the Golden Sword sect. Seo Cheon gets the book and burns it to ashes. The battle alliance wants an explanation, so he's also being summoned by Tang Hei to Anhui. There, Mount Hua tells So Cheon to end his ascetic journey and return
home. Under the silent reaper's moniker, So Sheon helped The Healthy and his forces take over the Xia Wu sect after they killed the master of Xia Wu's sect and leader of the Dark Sky Intelligence Unit. Merak and her two leading subordinates Snake Sword and Arsene Pig He then traveled
to Shaolin and delivered then Divine Art to Pryna after a duel with Hong Go and winning After victory over the great leader of the Red Forest, he was officially recognized as one of the top 100 martial arts. He then travelled to the Unorthodox Alliance, disguised as the elder of Xia Wu Sect
Phantom Bow Swordsman, to reveal the son of allied demonic schemes He then travelled to Nanman on a journey to save the most important doctor in the series, who literally had to stay alive to save the people in the war against the department's archives. He travels there with the help of



a tang clan (poison phoenix) and another clan (as guides) in search of the new poison, which was the doctor, and the doctor himself, apparently, was captured by a group of cannibals. Only from Manuha. Weapons[source edit] References[edit edit] For anyone who asks if Joo Seo Cheon is
losing his combat path here is the link, use Google translate if you don생't understand Korean ��/등000 characters Mount Hua Hua Sect Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Noted.
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